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UN-World Bank panel calls for ‘fundamental shift’ in water
management
Child drinks water from a water-pipe. ( le)
Imal Hashemi/Taimani Films/World Bank Child drinks water from a water-pipe. ( le)
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With 700 million people worldwide at risk of being displaced by intense water
scarcity by 2030, water infrastructure investment must be at least doubled over the
next ve years, a panel set up by the United Nations and the World Bank
recommended on Wednesday.

The Laghman River, one of
Afghanistan’s many waterways,
is essential to agriculture and
other development in this
largely rural eastern province.

Making Every Drop Count: An Agenda for Water Action, released by a panel of 11 Heads of State and
a Special Advisor, calls for a fundamental shift in the way the world manages water so that the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly Goal 6 on ensuring availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all, can be achieved.

UN spotlights rainwater
recycling, arti cial wetlands
among ‘green’ solutions to
global water crisis

According to the report, 40 per cent of the world’s people are being affected by water scarcity. If not
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addressed, as many as 700 million could be displaced by 2030 in search for water. More than two

carries containers of water to

billion people are compelled to drink unsafe water and more than 4.5 billion do not have safely

her home. Women in developing

managed sanitation services.

countries have to spend a lot of

The report says women and girls suffer

time fetching water due to lack

 Water must be an
absolute priority in
everything we do –
UN chief 

disproportionately when water and sanitation are
lacking, affecting health and often restricting work
and education opportunities. Some 80 per cent of
wastewater is discharged untreated into the
environment and water-related disasters account

of infrastructure. The decade
for action on water aims to
address this and other
problems.

World cannot take water for
granted, say UN o cials at
launch of global decade for
action

for 90 per cent of the 1,000 most devastating
natural disasters since 1990.
“It is my deep belief that water is a matter of life and death,” UN Secretary-General António Guterres
commented upon receiving the report on Wednesday, noting that 60 per cent of human body is water.

Deputy Secretary-General

He said that water-related natural disasters are occurring more frequently and becoming more and

Amina Mohammed addresses

more dangerous everywhere, which means “water is indeed a matter of life and death” and “must be

the Economic and Social

an absolute priority in everything we do.”

Council's third Financing for
Development follow-up Forum.

In a press release, World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim stressed that Heads of State and

At development nancing
forum, top UN o cials urge
breakaway from ‘shorttermism’

Government make up the panel “because the world can no longer afford to take water for granted.”
The Laghman River, one of Afghanistan’s many waterways, is essential to agriculture and other
development in this largely rural eastern province.
Fardin Waezi/UNAMA The Laghman River, one of Afghanistan’s many waterways, is essential to agriculture
and other development in this largely rural eastern province.

“The ecosystems on which life itself is based – our food security, energy sustainability, public health,
jobs, cities – are all at risk because of how water is managed today,” he warned.
The panel, created in 2016 for an initial period of

 The world can no
longer afford to take
water for granted –
World Bank President


two years, is advocating for evidence-based
policies and innovative approaches at the global,
national and local level to make water
management as well as water and sanitation
services attractive for investment and more
disaster-resilient.

The panel calls for policies that will allow for at least a doubling of investment in water infrastructure
in the next ve years.
The report also highlights the essential need for partnerships between Governments, communities,
the private sector and researchers.
The members of the panel are Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, Mauritius’ President (Co-Chair); Enrique Peña
Nieto, Mexico’s President (Co-Chair); Malcolm Turnbull, Australia’s Prime Minister; Sheikh Hasina,
Bangladesh’s Prime Minister; János Áder, Hungary’s President; Hani Mulki, Jordan’s Prime Minister;
Mark Rutte, Netherlands’ Prime Minister; Pedro Pablo Kuczynski Godard, Peru’s President; Jacob
Zuma, South Africa’s President; Macky Sall, Senegal’s President; Emomali Rahmon, Tajikistan’s
President; and Han Seung-soo, Special Advisor and former Prime Minister of the Republic of Korea.
In an open letter, they conclude: “Whoever you are, whatever you do, wherever you live, we urge you
get involved, and contribute to meeting this great challenge: safe water and sanitation for all, and our
water resources managed sustainably. Make every drop count. It’s time for action.”

High Level Panel on Water Video: Water’s Promise: Making Every Dro…
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Geothermal energy is converted into
electricity and used to heat the
Gourmet Mokai glasshouse in New
Zealand which grows tomatoes and
peppers.

Bonn: New initiatives in energy, water and agriculture sectors
announced at UN Climate Conference
10 November 2017
New commitments and initiatives in energy, water and agriculture sectors were
announced on Friday, at the United Nations Climate Conference (COP 23) in Bonn, Germany, under

the auspices of the Marrakech Partnership for Global Climate Action to help implement the Paris Agreement.
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